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Sociolinguistics and Language Education
2001

contributed articles

Literacy Education
1980

india not only is concerned with inevitable multilingualism but also with the rights of many millions of speakers of minority
languages as the political and cultural context privileges some major languages linguistic minorities often feel discriminated
against by the current language policy of the union and the states they experience on a daily basis that their mother tongues are
deemed worthless dialects that have little utility in modern life many such languages have definitively disappeared and several
more are on the brink of extinction is this the inevitable price to be paid for economic modernization cultural homogenisation
and the multilingual fabric of india s society at large this book is an effort to map india s linguistic minorities and to assess the
language policy towards these communities the author a senior researcher of the eurac south tyrol italy assuming linguistic
rights as a component of fundamental human rights codified in a number of international covenants and in the indian
constitution provides an appraisal of the extent to which language rights are respected in india s multilingual reality which takes
into consideration the experiences of minority language protection in other regions

Language Policy and Linguistic Minorities in India
2009

an attempt to present issues of bilingualism to the bilingual families themselves so that although psycho and socio linguistically
sound this book is straightforward and populist in style the text argues for families to maintain their mother tongues and
suggests strategies for doing so at home and with schools

Being Bilingual
1995

this volume focuses on current demands challenges and expectations facing african higher education institutions in general and
those in south africa in particular subsequently transformative curricula pedagogies and epistemologies that define diverse
practices of access and inclusion within the context of transformation and decolonisation are explored

Transformative Curricula, Pedagogies and Epistemologies
2021-08-04

although cora du bois began her life in the early twentieth century as a lonely and awkward girl her intellect and curiosity
propelled her into a remarkable life as an anthropologist and diplomat in the vanguard of social and academic change du bois
studied with franz boas a founder of american anthropology and with some of his most eminent students ruth benedict alfred
kroeber and robert lowie during world war ii she served as a high ranking officer for the office of strategic services as the only
woman to head one of the oss branches of intelligence research and analysis in southeast asia after the war she joined the state
department as chief of the southeast asia branch of the division of research for the far east she was also the first female full
professor with tenure appointed at harvard university and became president of the american anthropological association du bois
worked to keep her public and private lives separate especially while facing the fbi s harassment as an opponent of u s
engagements in vietnam and as a liberal lesbian during the mccarthy era susan c seymour s biography weaves together du bois
s personal and professional lives to illustrate this exceptional first woman and the complexities of the twentieth century that she
both experienced and influenced

Cora Du Bois
2015-05

this is a collection of articles by experts from different fields while the focus of each article is different from the others the
common thread of the heritage of india strings them together to form a well represented foray into various aspects of the indian
human heritage written by experts in their respective fields these articles analyse the health cultural linguistic and sociological
heritage of india also included are articles which look at the dating of archaeological material and assess the effects of climate
and geological changes on the indian subcontinent as well as on ancient civilisations

Third Historical Survey of Educational Development in India
1994

akashvani english is a programme journal of all india radio it was formerly known as the indian listener it used to serve the
listener as a bradshaw of broadcasting and give listener the useful information in an interesting manner about programmes who
writes them take part in them and produce them along with photographs of performing artists it also contains the information of
major changes in the policy and service of the organisation the indian listener fortnightly programme journal of air in english
published by the indian state broadcasting service bombay started on 22 december 1935 and was the successor to the indian
radio times in english which was published beginning in july 16 of 1927 from 22 august 1937 onwards it used to published by all
india radio new delhi from 1950 it was turned into a weekly journal later the indian listener became akashvani english w e f
january 5 1958 it was made fortnightly journal again w e f july 1 1983 name of the journal akashvani language of the journal
english date month year of publication 1 february 1981 periodicity of the journal weekly number of pages 52 volume number vol
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xlvi no 5 broadcast programme schedule published page nos 17 50 article 1 reaching the millions through the press 2 is
language a link or a barrier 3 the early phase of the indian nationalist movement 4 the richness of flora and fauna in nagaland 5
how to avoid kidney disorders 6 how to face an interview author 1 m v desai 2 dr d p pattanayak 3 anath bandhu ghosal 4 k
imnuk 5 dr g c sharma 6 dr p mitra prasar bharati archives has the copyright in all matters published in this akashvani and other
air journals for reproduction previous permission is essential

The Indian Human Heritage
1998

phantasies of a love thief

AKASHVANI
1981-02-01

what is found in this epic may be elsewhere what is not in this epic is nowhere else from the mahabharata the second longest
poem in world literature the mahabharata is an epic tale replete with legends romances theology and metaphysical doctrine
written in sanskrit one of the foundational elements in hindu culture this great work consists of nearly 75 000 stanzas in
eighteen books and this volume marks the much anticipated resumption of its first complete modern english translation with the
first three volumes the late j a b van buitenen had taken his translation up to the threshold of the great war that is central to the
epic now james fitzgerald resumes this work with translations of the books that chronicle the wars aftermath the book of women
and part one of the book of peace these books constitute volume 7 of the projected ten volume edition volumes 4 5 6 8 9 and 10
of the series will be published over the next several years in his introductions to these books fitzgerald examines the rhetoric of
the mahabharatas representations of the wars aftermath indeed the theme of the book of women is the grief of the women left
by warriors slain in battle the book details the keening of palace ladies as they see their dead husbands and sons and it
culminates in a mass cremation where the womens tears turn into soothing libations that help wash the deaths away fitzgerald
shows that the portrayal of the womens grief is much more than a sympathetic portrait of the sufferings of war the scenes of
mourning in the book of women lead into a crisis of conscience that is central to the book of peace and fitzgerald argues the
entire mahabharata in this book the man who has won power in the great war is torn between his own sense of guilt and
remorse and the obligation to rule which ultimately he is persuaded to embrace the mahabharata is a powerful work that has
inspired awe and wonder for centuries with a penetrating glimpse into the trauma of war this volume offers two of its most
timely and unforgettable chapters

人類學雜誌
1977

the second longest poem in world literature this is an epic tale replete with legends romances theology and metaphysical
doctrine written in sanskrit one of the foundational elements of hindu culture this work in its entirety consists of 75 000 stanzas
in eighteen books and this volume marks the resumption of its first complete modern english translation from book jacket

Phantasies of a Love Thief
1971-04-22

world languages review aims to examine the sociolinguistic situation of the world to describe the linguistic diversity that
currently characterizes humanity to evaluate trends towards linguistic uniformity and to establish a set of guidelines or language
planning measures that favour the weaker or more endangered linguistic communities so that anyone engaged in language
planning government officials institution leaders researchers and community members can implement these measures

The Mahabharata, Volume 7
2020-07-10

an invaluable guide to the art of rapid reading in today s fast moving world time is always a problem yet we have to read in
order to keep up with what is going on around the world speed reading is what will tide us over in this book you will learn how to
skim through the pages of a book passing over what is unnecessary you will also widen your span of recognition and
comprehend all that is said

The Mahabharata, Volume 7
1973

the contributions in this festschrift extend over the whole range of indian civilization in the first part the earlier stages of indian
history spanning the period from the indus civilization up to medieval times and in the second part the more recent history of
south asia

Words and Worlds
2005-01-01

adegbija puts a national and international searchlight on the nigerian socio linguistic scenario through a description and analysis
of the language landscape in its various ramifications he provides a readily accessiblestimulating and fairly comprehensive
description of the language situation including the functions of languages language choice language attitudesthe plight and
destiny of minority languages and the planning management and engineering of multilingualism in the nigerian context
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Language and Civilization Change in South Asia
1978

a detailed examination of the relationship between orality and literacy includes the traditions upon which they are based and the
functions which they serve as well as the psychological and linguistic processes that influence them

Communication Skills: How to Increase Your Reading Speed
2013

focusing on several distinct genres of eighteenth century irish song henigan demonstrates in each case that the interaction
between the elite and vernacular the written and oral is pervasive and characteristic of the irish song tradition to the present day

Ritual, State and History in South Asia
2023-11-27

papers presented at a national seminar cum workshop organized by the central institute of indian languages 1972

Indian Linguistics
2006

Multilingualism
2004

Literacy and Orality
1991-07-26

International Journal of Dravidian Linguistics
2002

To Greater Heights
1983

Rendezvous
1994

Indian Books in Print
2001

Newsletter
1978

Journal of Social Research
1977

Journal of the Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda
1980

Journal
1980
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Literacy and Orality in Eighteenth-Century Irish Song
2015-10-06

Banikanta Kakati, the Man and His Works
1988

The New Era
1973

アジア. アフリカ言語文化研究所通信
1968

Seminar Papers in Linguistics
1976

Folk-lore (India).
1977

Papers in Linguistics
1981

Papers in Indian Sociolinguistics
1978

Can Literacy Lead to Development?
1991

New Language Planning Newsletter
1992

Encyclopaedia of Teaching Languages in India
1982

Accessions List, South Asia
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